Identification of a full-size hobo element and deletion-derivatives in Korean populations of Drosophila melanogaster.
We have isolated and characterized several members of the hobo transposable element family from Korean populations of Drosophila melanogaster. All of the Korean lines tested appeared to have 3.0 kb hobo elements and a high copy number of smaller derivatives of the element. To determine whether a 3.0 kb hobo element of these populations is consistent with the role of an autonomous hobo element, we cloned and sequenced this hobo element. Based on the result of the entire DNA sequence, a cloned 3.0 kb element called HKN96, it was found to be the same as a fully-functional 2959 bp HFL1-type sequence. Each small element appeared to have arisen from the HFL1 element by a different internal deletion. A specific 1.7 kb Kh hobo element, which is the most abundant in the Korean lines tested, seems to have originated from the HFL1 hobo element by an internal deletion of 1253 bp by the removal of nucleotides between positions 939 and 2191. The sequences of the Th1 and Th2 elements appeared to be identical to that of the HFL1 with the exception of internal deletions of 1442 bp and 1455 bp removing nucleotides 940-2381 and 923-2377, respectively. Based on the number of TPE repeats, all of the members of the hobo element family in Korean lines tested have three perfect S repeats. The widespread presence of identical copies of the Kh deletion derivative suggests that it might have a role in the regulation of hobo-induced hybrid dysgenesis.